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An I ssue of Ethics 


A business comprises a network of economic relationships, such as those between 


employees and employers, consumers and manufacturers, management board and stockholders, 


and members of operating communities and corporations. Apart from such relationships, 


businesses also include moral relationships and obligations. This includes the effects of pollution 


and depletion of natural resources on society at large, the quality and character of the work 


environment, and the safety of consumers. This moral dimension of business is known as 


business ethics (Hoffman, Frederick, & Schwartz, 2014). Irrespective of the size, type of trade, 


or the extent of organizational success, business ethics is one of the most important facets of any 


business’s long-term success. Although the definition is simple, individuals and businesses often 


face complex situations that question their innate sense of right and wrong. Such situations are 


called ethical dilemmas.  


This paper looks at how ethical ideas apply in a healthcare organization when they are 


faced with a dilemma of wanting to sell information that they had promised to keep private. For 


example, consider the situation given below: 


Nashroit, a leading health care service provider, needs financial aid to extend its 


operations throughout the United States. One of the leading pharmaceutical companies, Shagrac, 


has offered Nashroit its services along with 10% of its net profit to Nashroit in exchange for 


patients’ information. Obtaining patients’ details will help Shagrac market its products better, 


and thereby increase its sales. For Nashroit, the partnership would help increase its revenue and 


assist its expansion. However, Nashroit has a written commitment to privacy on its Web site that 


reads: “We will not sell your personal information to anyone, for any purpose. Period.” An 


ethical dilemma arises when the kind of information requested by Shagrac is unclear. While 
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clinical and medical data may be safe to share as it can be used for further research, there is also 


a chance that the company may misuse personal information such as identity, credit card, and 


insurance details.   


Cost and Benefit s of the Nashroit Situation 


A cost–benefit analysis of the situation is important to assess its ethical nature. Nashroit 


can put its information asset to good use at a minimal cost. In turn, Nashroit will be able to 


expand its operations and serve a larger community; Shagrac will be able to use the information 


to develop and market better products. From the patients’ perspective, sharing their information 


could lead to identity theft, breach of privacy, and other such complications. This in turn can 


cause customers to leave and shift their loyalties to other institutions. Regulators and the 


government could levy fines or press legal charges. Shareholders and partners would suffer from 


the loss of profit and reputation. The institution’s reputation would be tainted in the eyes of the 


public—its potential customers (McPherson, 2014).  


Analyzing the Situation Using Hooker’ s Rational Analysis of Ethical Issues 


 According to Hooker (2012), ethics is more than just a matter of opinion. Ethical issues 


can be evaluated in an objective and rational manner. Nashroit’s decision to sell customer data 


can be analyzed using Hooker’s three ethical tests:  


1. The Generalization Principl e 


The reason for an individual’s or a business’s action should be consistent with the 


assumption that everyone with the same reasons acts the same way. Any act that fulfills this 


principle passes the generalization test (Hooker, 2012). Analysis: An industry standard is that 


most health care providers declare that they will not sell or disclose any personal information 
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about their patients. However, their privacy policies do indicate the kind of information that can 


be collected such as a domain used to access the Internet or the kind of device used to browse the 


Internet (HealthCare.gov, 2015). In this case, Nashroit can share such details with Shagrac. Also, 


since most of the privacy policies do indicate that personal details will be revealed only through 


patient consent or because of legal obligations, Nashroit can share customers’ personal data if 


patients opt in to sharing.  


2. The Utilitarian Principl e  


An individual or a business should choose an action that maximizes the net expected 


utility for all affected parties. An action is ethical when no other alternate action generates 


greater total net utility (Hooker, 2012). Analysis: Irrespective of its moral obligations, a business 


also needs to worry about its revenue generation and sustenance in the long run. Therefore, 


ethics is feasible when it creates a win-win situation for all the parties affected by a specific 


decision. If Nashroit sells patient data to Shagrac, Nashroit will be able to serve a larger 


community by expanding its operations. Its stakeholders would benefit from the increased 


revenue. Shagrac would be able to use the data to develop and market better products to patients. 


In the long run, Nashroit, Shagrac, and the patient community would benefit from this decision, 


provided Shagrac only has access to clinical data that will help in research and not personal 


information. Thus, according to the utilitarian principle, Nashroit would not be ethically 


violating its privacy policy if the customer data was aggregated, stripped of personal details, and 


then legally sold. 


3. Virtu e Ethics                                                                                                                                                          


An individual or a business should choose an action that is consistent with the virtues and 
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qualities that are essential for humanity. Trust, honesty, truthfulness, and transparency are some  


of the virtues or values that companies might want to adhere to (Hooker, 2012). 


Analysis: Through its privacy policy, Nashroit has committed to not misusing any of its 


customers’ personal information. Selling customer information to Shagrac would mean 


disseminating data that customers may not be comfortable sharing with. This would make 


Nashroit deceitful and untrustworthy. Also, according to virtue ethics, Nashroit cannot ethically 


sell any data even if the company’s other social media sites omitted a mention of data sharing in 


its privacy policy and there is a single login for all company sites and the data in them was 


shared with corporate headquarters. 


The Role of Leadership in Ensuring Ethical Behavior 


If Nashroit’s leadership decides to change the company’s privacy policy to state that they 


intend to share visitor data, the company will not be able to ethically share data collected 


previously. To share previously collected data, the company will need to inform previous 


customers about the change in policy and secure consent from them.  


The leadership or the management of any company plays a huge role in ensuring that 


appropriate ethics are maintained at the workplace and during all business transactions. It is vital 


that the organizational leaders lead their employees by example and mentor them to make the 


right decisions that not only benefit themselves, but also the organization and society at large. 


Building on a foundation of ethical behavior helps produce long-term positive outcomes for a 


company, including the ability to attract and retain highly skilled professionals and creating a 


good reputation. Operating a business in an ethical way from top-down helps build a stronger 


relationship between employees and the management (Horton, 2016). Simply gaining consent to 


share or sell information would make Nashroit’s decision more ethical. 
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